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FAST PASS WORKBOOK:
I WANT TO DESIGN A NEW STRATEGY
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PRACTICE, PRACTICE &... ACTIVATE
This workbook is a great partner in crime for you and the book “Design a Better Business”. The latter was
published early 2017 and is a huge success. Translated it many languages. It gives you an indepth view of all
the tools and skills you need to change your business into a future proof organisation with a winning business
model and a team of highly motivated people to support you.

CUT AND PASTE
We’ve design this workbook
in such a way that you can
cut out the pages with the
templates without destroying its
functionality.

As we stated then, and will state here now: there is no such thing as a silver bullet. You can read as many
books as you want, and be able to recite different methodes. Yet, nothing beats practice! That’s why we had
others share their experiences with you in the book “Design a Better Business”. Now, we provide you this
workbook so you can practice and learn with your team as much as you want and need. And by the time
you’ll start attacking the real challenges, you’ll be a skilled designer, with numerous new tools under your belt.
Practicing with different tools will not only help you to understand the full power of a tool and how it can
support you in designing better business. It will also help you to set others up for success: you can help them
use the tools in their journey.

DOWNLOAD
All the canvasses in this workbook
can be downloaded directly from
www.designabetterbusiness.com
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GETTING STARTED: YOUR TOOLKIT
When you go to the beach you’ll have a bag with towel, sun cream, cooler, book, sunglasses with you. When you organize a meeting you also need to come
prepared. Surely not with sunglasses and a towel, but a meeting requires a certain set of items that you cannot do without. Never trust someone else to bring them
for you (except for water and snacks). You want to be the owner of the amount and quality of material that you and your fellow meeting members need to work
with. Better safe then sorry.

Bring masking tape to stick
your templates and fli pchart
paper to the wall. That way
everybody in the room can see
the progress.
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Always make sure that there is enough
water in the room. People get parched when
they’re being creative. A bottle of water
per table should suffice. never let them
run on empty!

There are many
different brands of
stickies. Cheap often
means less stickyness.
Per table you’ll
probably need a packet
of 3” x 3” stickies
(5 colors) and 3 or
4 pads of the 6” x
4”. Make sure people
write big and and only
write 1 idea or topic
per sticky. It will help
in readability. (and it
prevents blah-blah).
chisel
or wedge
ti p

fine point
markers come in many forms and shapes.
try different brands and you’ll
definitely find your favorites. Make sure
you’ll have markers with a fine ti p and
with a chisel or wedge ti p. And besides
black: bring colors! 1 fine ti p marker
per partici pant and a set of colored
markers per table will do.

Bring a photo camera or use you smart phone to register all the
(filled in) templates and fli pchart sheets. It helps you to give back
the progress, insights and decisions of the meeting. yet another
reason why people should write big and in capitals on stickies.

room temperature is very
important. Although you can
never get it right, it is
worth keeping it part of
the setup. too warm and
everybody falls asleep.
too cold and people start
complaining. you should
be okay if you’ll keep the
temperature around 65
degrees F.

never leave home without fli pchart paper! Make sure you’ll have
to fli pcharts (+ full stack for each) for yourself in front
of the room. The Best paper is white. If you need support
writing in a straight line you can go for paper with lines or
grid. Besides yourself: you’ll need 1 pad of paper per team.
Avoid gray quality. It is dull, difficult to read live and on
photo. And who would li ke to see their idea on “toilet paper”?
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make sure you always have a couple of sheets with dot stickers
at hand. There are many occasions where dot voting helps create
better insight and it boosts group dynamic: everybody has to
partici pate and vent their point of view.
Make sure the room isn’t completely
cut of from the outside world.
The more windows procviding natural
daylight and fresh air, the better!

make sure their is a steady
supply of snacks in the room
(e.g. fruit, brownies, cup cakes,
cookies). It helps people stay
energized and it provides a
welcome occasional distraction)

... and just to be on the save
side: buy more stickies, still!
you don’t want to be short on
stickies when people are on a roll
during ideation!

IDEATE
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UNDERSTAND

PREPARE

SCALE
POINT
OF VIEW

VALIDATE

PROTOTYPE

THE DOUBLE
LOOP

A DESIGN JOURNEY

In the book “Design a Better Business” we’ve introduced you to the
double loop. A practical visualization of a rigorous design journey that
is founded on a simple observation: every project, product, company,
change, or idea starts with a point of view.
The double loop takes your point of view into account, while adding
rigor and continuity to the design process. This means that your point of
view is always informed by understanding, and that this understanding
will spark new ideas, further enhancing your point of view. These ideas
are prototyped and validated to test and measure their effectiveness.
This, in turn, further informs your point of view and enables you to
execute your ideas successfully.
This workbook is structured in such a way that it follows this double
loop: the ideal journey of you as a designer. In reality this journey will
never be as ideal and you’ll come across tons of uncertainty. As this is a
book to help you practice we’ve decided to forgo this reality (for now)...
Besides the templates that define a certain moment or thinking step
of the process (e.g. 5 Bold Steps Vision® Canvas, Team Charter Canvas),
there are also a couple of templates that will function as a repository of
e.g. assumptions, design criteria like Design Criteria Canvas and Riskiest
Assumption Finder. There will be a given moment when you fill them
out for the first time. From that moment on you will circle back to those
templates to refine, complement, adjust, review.
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P20

As mentioned in the book “DESIGN A BETTER
BUSINESS” your journey is never a straight
line. reality will show you, you’ll be
meandring and pivoting through the double
loop a couple of times.
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I WANT TO DESIGN
A NEW STRATEGY
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UNDERSTAND
Pitemolor at prore dolluptus doluptatus secus aut plam earuptia porem que ped es vel iminctem
dessed quam hitio. Et vero que pratia quo dolorum reiusaes porepedis volorum ea sum el molo
torrum et et lat.
Sim quiaes molori veles ea debit imusaep tatquia consequ odipis nihicat umquiaturis enditature
prae rerumquias enima nimin pa perferum nus ra nonse comnimi, qui acilit, audipsant abo. Aqui abo.
Itasped es doluptat.
Nonsequam, conetur? Denit fugiaerum lignimo totates repernatetus eum eiciis eos quam facculp
archillabor aut resequatias susam enimoluptio. Itat.
Nimolor assit laut as ea nonseque earias sum, ut eos nonsent aut vel eat asint et quam ipsandit
omnisque volorecestia nes et la solore et dolendi psandae rem atem essi omnitaquae nihil ium as
este perum rerum non cori recturit, as si dolestiurias eius ex enditatis magnatem idem.
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INSIGHTS

± 90 MIN

3-5

Session

pressure cooker

people per group

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
1

Have a discussion with the group about the year you’re designing the story for as well as the magazine. In fact, the magazine in this case is very important. The group should discuss
why one magazine over another. Write these on sticky notes!

CHECKLIST
Arrange a relaxed, positive and private environment
Print or draw the canvas on a big sheet of paper
Allow yourself 90 minutes of undisturbed time

at least 1 pad
of sticky notes
per person

2

If you want to make positive, future-oriented change in your organization you’ll need to go beyond
writing long-winded paper visions and come to a shared agreement about what you are going to
fight for together, and what steps you are going to take to get “there.” The 5 bold steps canvas is a
perfect tool to align your teams in your organization. The 5 Bold Steps Vision® Canvas was created by
David Sibbet, of the Grove International.

BEFORE YOU START

Arrange for a comfortable environment.
Surely not a meeting room.
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS EXPLAINED

1 (fine point)
marker per
person

COUPLE OF SHEETS OF WHITE
PAPER (A4/LETTER) FOR (VISUAL) NOTE-TAKING PER PERSON

NEXT STEPS

A high-quality, practical, and inspiring vision for any organization should have three key characteristics: it needs to state
where the company wants to be in the near future (2–5 years);
it must contain a level of inspiration and excitement (the rallying cry); and it must detail the bold steps by which to achieve
the vision.

CHECKLIST
Check to see how this vision resonates with others
Incorporate the vision elements in the design criteria

The vision canvas will help you co-design the vision as well
as the 5 bold steps to achieve that vision. Additionally, using
this tool, your team will be able to clarify what supports your
vision, what challenges your vision, and what opportunities
are created in working toward your vision. Best of all, the
vision canvas will help you derive design criteria for your
business model(s) and strategy.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO
A vision statement is sometimes called a picture of your
company in the future. But it’s so much more than that. Your
vision statement is your inspiration, the framework for all
your strategic planning. When creating your initial vision
statement you are essentially articulating your dreams for
your business. This should stand as a reminder of what you’re
trying to accomplish together. It may apply to your entire
company or to a single division of the company. Whether for
all or part of an organization, the vision statement answers
the question, “Where do we want to go?”
Probably the greatest aspect of the vision canvas is that your
entire vision, including actions, supports, opportunities, and
challenges, will be on one sheet of paper – not a book! It’s
simple to share and easy to translate into concrete guidelines that decision makers (and executors) need to get their
jobs done. Even better, creating a visualization of the vision,
based on this canvas, will help you spread the word.
Regardless of the approach you choose to compose your
vision, you’ll need to involve the right people. This includes
the decision makers as well as everybody else! A vision without actions or ambassadors to carry the message forward is
worth no more than the paper it’s printed on, no matter how
well crafted.

Sus re ipicimp orecab ius, quaecusam qui odio voluptatur?
Dit estiat faccum explique pra nihit fugitio blatis reperibus
explam verepelit quae magnatur aliqui ad magnis sum ad
excest volorio milicip saeped exped maximus eos natate
cullaudis sint erorro blatemp errovit atentiu nditae volorporitia quam et facimenienim harum voluptasi culpa aspernatur
renimiliqui aut aut et ulpario rerferibus ad ute voluptatia que
voluptat maximporibus suntemollor aut eum int.
Equi dolore pore magnam di tem faceres tintum vellestis moluptatur sit fuga. Nam ime veritatiusa quis aut laut
ommolliqui omnis alicabo restio. Bo. Rum as alibus re nos
autatet preri iume core omnimpe ditiant ionsene verumquo
moluptatinum illuptaturit fugia netur?
Optam volorro omnis dolorpo repelit atquatiorem inveriti
re sanisquam repudae sitinct atemqui nam ut debis ilicid
utasitios evel mi, sundus volesequi arit aut harchil exeroraestis maximus nest, quatemp orerum asped qui cumquodipid
modi tem inulloremqui aligent plabore omnis et quia dolo
volupti stiunt lam et evellias aut re arum ilit ut aruptiscid quo.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO
Endantia acerro ommolup issiti si volupta quas eiusa dolume
cum quis molorionse dolo eatemquia velitatio velignis a
nonsed et am dio iunt ad min erfere con nientia sum endiscia
ne comnis aut et eatum invenisi volore recerit atasper ionsenis qui aligendit incid ex expercit faccae quis sam lit laboria
quis sitiis eos dita consed es doluptae veliquo odi sent.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Who are your key partners?

What are the activities you perform every day to deliver your
value proposition?

What is the value you deliver
to your customer? What is the
customer need that your
value proposition addresses?

What relationship does each
customer segment expect you
to establish and maintain?

Who are your customers?

KEY RESOURCES

CHANNELS

What are the resources you
need to deliver your value
proposition?

How do your customer segments want to be reached?
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COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

What are the important costs you
make to deliver the value proposition?

How do customers reward you for the
value you provide to them?
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Who are your key partners?

What are the activities you perform every day to deliver your
value proposition?

What is the value you deliver
to your customer? What is the
customer need that your
value proposition addresses?

What relationship does each
customer segment expect you
to establish and maintain?

Who are your customers?

1

5

2

KEY RESOURCES

CHANNELS

What are the resources you
need to deliver your value
proposition?

How do your customer segments want to be reached?
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COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

What are the important costs you
make to deliver the value proposition?

How do customers reward you for the
value you provide to them?

6

BEST ORDER TO FILL
OUT THIS CANVAS

4
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Who are your key partners?

What are the activities you perform every day to deliver your
value proposition?

What is the value you deliver
to your customer? What is the
customer need that your
value proposition addresses?

What relationship does each
customer segment expect you
to establish and maintain?

Who are your customers?

Go for the golden triangle! For every
customer segment there should be a
separate value proposition with its own
channel and revenue stream. If not, it’s
probably not a separate customer segment!

KEY RESOURCES

CHANNELS

What are the resources you
need to deliver your value
proposition?

How do your customer segments want to be reached?
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COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

What are the important costs you
make to deliver the value proposition?

How do customers reward you for the
value you provide to them?
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INSIGHTS

± 90 MIN

3-5

Session

pressure cooker

people per group

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
1

Have a discussion with the group about the year you’re designing the story for as well as the magazine. In fact, the magazine in this case is very important. The group should discuss
why one magazine over another. Write these on sticky notes!

CHECKLIST
Arrange a relaxed, positive and private environment
Print or draw the canvas on a big sheet of paper
Allow yourself 90 minutes of undisturbed time

at least 1 pad
of sticky notes
per person

2

If you want to make positive, future-oriented change in your organization you’ll need to go beyond
writing long-winded paper visions and come to a shared agreement about what you are going to
fight for together, and what steps you are going to take to get “there.” The 5 bold steps canvas is a
perfect tool to align your teams in your organization. The 5 Bold Steps Vision® Canvas was created by
David Sibbet, of the Grove International.

BEFORE YOU START

Arrange for a comfortable environment.
Surely not a meeting room.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY EXPLAINED

1 (fine point)
marker per
person

COUPLE OF SHEETS OF WHITE
PAPER (A4/LETTER) FOR (VISUAL) NOTE-TAKING PER PERSON

NEXT STEPS

A high-quality, practical, and inspiring vision for any organization should have three key characteristics: it needs to state
where the company wants to be in the near future (2–5 years);
it must contain a level of inspiration and excitement (the rallying cry); and it must detail the bold steps by which to achieve
the vision.

CHECKLIST
Check to see how this vision resonates with others
Incorporate the vision elements in the design criteria

The vision canvas will help you co-design the vision as well
as the 5 bold steps to achieve that vision. Additionally, using
this tool, your team will be able to clarify what supports your
vision, what challenges your vision, and what opportunities
are created in working toward your vision. Best of all, the
vision canvas will help you derive design criteria for your
business model(s) and strategy.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO
A vision statement is sometimes called a picture of your
company in the future. But it’s so much more than that. Your
vision statement is your inspiration, the framework for all
your strategic planning. When creating your initial vision
statement you are essentially articulating your dreams for
your business. This should stand as a reminder of what you’re
trying to accomplish together. It may apply to your entire
company or to a single division of the company. Whether for
all or part of an organization, the vision statement answers
the question, “Where do we want to go?”
Probably the greatest aspect of the vision canvas is that your
entire vision, including actions, supports, opportunities, and
challenges, will be on one sheet of paper – not a book! It’s
simple to share and easy to translate into concrete guidelines that decision makers (and executors) need to get their
jobs done. Even better, creating a visualization of the vision,
based on this canvas, will help you spread the word.
Regardless of the approach you choose to compose your
vision, you’ll need to involve the right people. This includes
the decision makers as well as everybody else! A vision without actions or ambassadors to carry the message forward is
worth no more than the paper it’s printed on, no matter how
well crafted.

Sus re ipicimp orecab ius, quaecusam qui odio voluptatur?
Dit estiat faccum explique pra nihit fugitio blatis reperibus
explam verepelit quae magnatur aliqui ad magnis sum ad
excest volorio milicip saeped exped maximus eos natate
cullaudis sint erorro blatemp errovit atentiu nditae volorporitia quam et facimenienim harum voluptasi culpa aspernatur
renimiliqui aut aut et ulpario rerferibus ad ute voluptatia que
voluptat maximporibus suntemollor aut eum int.
Equi dolore pore magnam di tem faceres tintum vellestis moluptatur sit fuga. Nam ime veritatiusa quis aut laut
ommolliqui omnis alicabo restio. Bo. Rum as alibus re nos
autatet preri iume core omnimpe ditiant ionsene verumquo
moluptatinum illuptaturit fugia netur?
Optam volorro omnis dolorpo repelit atquatiorem inveriti
re sanisquam repudae sitinct atemqui nam ut debis ilicid
utasitios evel mi, sundus volesequi arit aut harchil exeroraestis maximus nest, quatemp orerum asped qui cumquodipid
modi tem inulloremqui aligent plabore omnis et quia dolo
volupti stiunt lam et evellias aut re arum ilit ut aruptiscid quo.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO
Endantia acerro ommolup issiti si volupta quas eiusa dolume
cum quis molorionse dolo eatemquia velitatio velignis a
nonsed et am dio iunt ad min erfere con nientia sum endiscia
ne comnis aut et eatum invenisi volore recerit atasper ionsenis qui aligendit incid ex expercit faccae quis sam lit laboria
quis sitiis eos dita consed es doluptae veliquo odi sent.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO

CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS

DESIGN A
BETTER
BUSINESS

CUSTOMER NEEDS
What are the customer’s basic
needs at this moment?

KEY MOMENT
What does the snapshot picture
of this moment look
like?
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How satisfied is the customer at
this moment?
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS
CUSTOMER NEEDS
What are the customer’s basic
needs at this moment?

1

KEY MOMENT
What does the snapshot picture
of this moment look
like?

2
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
How satisfied is the customer at
this moment?
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BEST ORDER TO FILL
OUT THIS CANVAS

CUSTOMER NEEDS
What are the customer’s basic
needs at this moment?
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS

DESIGN A
BETTER
BUSINESS

KEY MOMENT
What does the snapshot picture
of this moment look
like?
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INSIGHTS

± 90 MIN

3-5

Session

pressure cooker

people per group

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
1

Have a discussion with the group about the year you’re designing the story for as well as the magazine. In fact, the magazine in this case is very important. The group should discuss
why one magazine over another. Write these on sticky notes!

CHECKLIST
Arrange a relaxed, positive and private environment
Print or draw the canvas on a big sheet of paper
Allow yourself 90 minutes of undisturbed time

at least 1 pad
of sticky notes
per person

2

If you want to make positive, future-oriented change in your organization you’ll need to go beyond
writing long-winded paper visions and come to a shared agreement about what you are going to
fight for together, and what steps you are going to take to get “there.” The 5 bold steps canvas is a
perfect tool to align your teams in your organization. The 5 Bold Steps Vision® Canvas was created by
David Sibbet, of the Grove International.

BEFORE YOU START

Arrange for a comfortable environment.
Surely not a meeting room.
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EMPATHY MAP EXPLAINED

1 (fine point)
marker per
person

COUPLE OF SHEETS OF WHITE
PAPER (A4/LETTER) FOR (VISUAL) NOTE-TAKING PER PERSON

NEXT STEPS

A high-quality, practical, and inspiring vision for any organization should have three key characteristics: it needs to state
where the company wants to be in the near future (2–5 years);
it must contain a level of inspiration and excitement (the rallying cry); and it must detail the bold steps by which to achieve
the vision.

CHECKLIST
Check to see how this vision resonates with others
Incorporate the vision elements in the design criteria

The vision canvas will help you co-design the vision as well
as the 5 bold steps to achieve that vision. Additionally, using
this tool, your team will be able to clarify what supports your
vision, what challenges your vision, and what opportunities
are created in working toward your vision. Best of all, the
vision canvas will help you derive design criteria for your
business model(s) and strategy.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO
A vision statement is sometimes called a picture of your
company in the future. But it’s so much more than that. Your
vision statement is your inspiration, the framework for all
your strategic planning. When creating your initial vision
statement you are essentially articulating your dreams for
your business. This should stand as a reminder of what you’re
trying to accomplish together. It may apply to your entire
company or to a single division of the company. Whether for
all or part of an organization, the vision statement answers
the question, “Where do we want to go?”
Probably the greatest aspect of the vision canvas is that your
entire vision, including actions, supports, opportunities, and
challenges, will be on one sheet of paper – not a book! It’s
simple to share and easy to translate into concrete guidelines that decision makers (and executors) need to get their
jobs done. Even better, creating a visualization of the vision,
based on this canvas, will help you spread the word.
Regardless of the approach you choose to compose your
vision, you’ll need to involve the right people. This includes
the decision makers as well as everybody else! A vision without actions or ambassadors to carry the message forward is
worth no more than the paper it’s printed on, no matter how
well crafted.

Sus re ipicimp orecab ius, quaecusam qui odio voluptatur?
Dit estiat faccum explique pra nihit fugitio blatis reperibus
explam verepelit quae magnatur aliqui ad magnis sum ad
excest volorio milicip saeped exped maximus eos natate
cullaudis sint erorro blatemp errovit atentiu nditae volorporitia quam et facimenienim harum voluptasi culpa aspernatur
renimiliqui aut aut et ulpario rerferibus ad ute voluptatia que
voluptat maximporibus suntemollor aut eum int.
Equi dolore pore magnam di tem faceres tintum vellestis moluptatur sit fuga. Nam ime veritatiusa quis aut laut
ommolliqui omnis alicabo restio. Bo. Rum as alibus re nos
autatet preri iume core omnimpe ditiant ionsene verumquo
moluptatinum illuptaturit fugia netur?
Optam volorro omnis dolorpo repelit atquatiorem inveriti
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POINT OF VIEW
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Itasped es doluptat.
Nonsequam, conetur? Denit fugiaerum lignimo totates repernatetus eum eiciis eos quam facculp
archillabor aut resequatias susam enimoluptio. Itat.
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INSIGHTS

± 90 MIN

3-5

Session

pressure cooker

people per group

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
1

Have a discussion with the group about the year you’re designing the story for as well as the magazine. In fact, the magazine in this case is very important. The group should discuss
why one magazine over another. Write these on sticky notes!

CHECKLIST
Arrange a relaxed, positive and private environment
Print or draw the canvas on a big sheet of paper
Allow yourself 90 minutes of undisturbed time

at least 1 pad
of sticky notes
per person

2

If you want to make positive, future-oriented change in your organization you’ll need to go beyond
writing long-winded paper visions and come to a shared agreement about what you are going to
fight for together, and what steps you are going to take to get “there.” The 5 bold steps canvas is a
perfect tool to align your teams in your organization. The 5 Bold Steps Vision® Canvas was created by
David Sibbet, of the Grove International.

BEFORE YOU START

Arrange for a comfortable environment.
Surely not a meeting room.
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5 BOLD STEPS VISION® CANVAS EXPLAINED

1 (fine point)
marker per
person

COUPLE OF SHEETS OF WHITE
PAPER (A4/LETTER) FOR (VISUAL) NOTE-TAKING PER PERSON

NEXT STEPS

A high-quality, practical, and inspiring vision for any organization should have three key characteristics: it needs to state
where the company wants to be in the near future (2–5 years);
it must contain a level of inspiration and excitement (the rallying cry); and it must detail the bold steps by which to achieve
the vision.

CHECKLIST
Check to see how this vision resonates with others
Incorporate the vision elements in the design criteria

The vision canvas will help you co-design the vision as well
as the 5 bold steps to achieve that vision. Additionally, using
this tool, your team will be able to clarify what supports your
vision, what challenges your vision, and what opportunities
are created in working toward your vision. Best of all, the
vision canvas will help you derive design criteria for your
business model(s) and strategy.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO
A vision statement is sometimes called a picture of your
company in the future. But it’s so much more than that. Your
vision statement is your inspiration, the framework for all
your strategic planning. When creating your initial vision
statement you are essentially articulating your dreams for
your business. This should stand as a reminder of what you’re
trying to accomplish together. It may apply to your entire
company or to a single division of the company. Whether for
all or part of an organization, the vision statement answers
the question, “Where do we want to go?”
Probably the greatest aspect of the vision canvas is that your
entire vision, including actions, supports, opportunities, and
challenges, will be on one sheet of paper – not a book! It’s
simple to share and easy to translate into concrete guidelines that decision makers (and executors) need to get their
jobs done. Even better, creating a visualization of the vision,
based on this canvas, will help you spread the word.
Regardless of the approach you choose to compose your
vision, you’ll need to involve the right people. This includes
the decision makers as well as everybody else! A vision without actions or ambassadors to carry the message forward is
worth no more than the paper it’s printed on, no matter how
well crafted.

Sus re ipicimp orecab ius, quaecusam qui odio voluptatur?
Dit estiat faccum explique pra nihit fugitio blatis reperibus
explam verepelit quae magnatur aliqui ad magnis sum ad
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voluptat maximporibus suntemollor aut eum int.
Equi dolore pore magnam di tem faceres tintum vellestis moluptatur sit fuga. Nam ime veritatiusa quis aut laut
ommolliqui omnis alicabo restio. Bo. Rum as alibus re nos
autatet preri iume core omnimpe ditiant ionsene verumquo
moluptatinum illuptaturit fugia netur?
Optam volorro omnis dolorpo repelit atquatiorem inveriti
re sanisquam repudae sitinct atemqui nam ut debis ilicid
utasitios evel mi, sundus volesequi arit aut harchil exeroraestis maximus nest, quatemp orerum asped qui cumquodipid
modi tem inulloremqui aligent plabore omnis et quia dolo
volupti stiunt lam et evellias aut re arum ilit ut aruptiscid quo.
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Endantia acerro ommolup issiti si volupta quas eiusa dolume
cum quis molorionse dolo eatemquia velitatio velignis a
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quis sitiis eos dita consed es doluptae veliquo odi sent.
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5 BOLD STEPS VISION® CANVAS

DESIGN A
BETTER
BUSINESS

THEME
THEME

THEME
VISION STATEMENT
What is the future state of
your business? How are you
going to help your
customer?

THEME

BOLD STEPS

SUPPORTS

The big steps towards your vision

What are the supports
that strengthen you while
reaching your vision?

5.

THEME
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CHALLENGES
What are the challenges
that hinder you while
reaching your vision?

4.
3.
2.
1.
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5 BOLD STEPS VISION® CANVAS
3

DESIGN A
BETTER
BUSINESS

Describe for each theme how it shows up in our
company? How will they make the vision themes
concrete and how will they inspire others?

2

What are the essential themes supporting our
vision? Describe them in 1 or 2 single words.

THEME
THEME

BEST ORDER TO
FILL THIS CANVAS
OUT

THEME
1

VISION STATEMENT
What is the future state of
your business? How are you
going to help your
customer?

THEME

THEME
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BOLD STEPS

SUPPORTS

The big steps towards your vision

What are the supports
that strengthen you while
reaching your vision?

5.
4.

4

6

3.

What are the 5 bold steps to take
in order to achieve your vision?

CHALLENGES
What are the challenges
that hinder you while
reaching your vision?

5

2.
1.
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7

What are the crucial values that form the foundation for
your vision and steps? How can we align those values?
The 5 bold steps vision canvas was originally designed by David Sibbet
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What is the future state of
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going to help your
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The big steps towards your vision

What are the supports
that strengthen you while
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CHALLENGES
What are the challenges
that hinder you while
reaching your vision?

4.
3.
2.
1.
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IDEATION
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INSIGHTS

± 90 MIN

3-5

Session

pressure cooker

people per group

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
1

Have a discussion with the group about the year you’re designing the story for as well as the magazine. In fact, the magazine in this case is very important. The group should discuss
why one magazine over another. Write these on sticky notes!

CHECKLIST
Arrange a relaxed, positive and private environment
Print or draw the canvas on a big sheet of paper
Allow yourself 90 minutes of undisturbed time

at least 1 pad
of sticky notes
per person

2

If you want to make positive, future-oriented change in your organization you’ll need to go beyond
writing long-winded paper visions and come to a shared agreement about what you are going to
fight for together, and what steps you are going to take to get “there.” The 5 bold steps canvas is a
perfect tool to align your teams in your organization. The 5 Bold Steps Vision® Canvas was created by
David Sibbet, of the Grove International.

BEFORE YOU START

Arrange for a comfortable environment.
Surely not a meeting room.
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BUSINESS MODEL IDEATION EXPLAINED

1 (fine point)
marker per
person

COUPLE OF SHEETS OF WHITE
PAPER (A4/LETTER) FOR (VISUAL) NOTE-TAKING PER PERSON

NEXT STEPS

A high-quality, practical, and inspiring vision for any organization should have three key characteristics: it needs to state
where the company wants to be in the near future (2–5 years);
it must contain a level of inspiration and excitement (the rallying cry); and it must detail the bold steps by which to achieve
the vision.

CHECKLIST
Check to see how this vision resonates with others
Incorporate the vision elements in the design criteria

The vision canvas will help you co-design the vision as well
as the 5 bold steps to achieve that vision. Additionally, using
this tool, your team will be able to clarify what supports your
vision, what challenges your vision, and what opportunities
are created in working toward your vision. Best of all, the
vision canvas will help you derive design criteria for your
business model(s) and strategy.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO
A vision statement is sometimes called a picture of your
company in the future. But it’s so much more than that. Your
vision statement is your inspiration, the framework for all
your strategic planning. When creating your initial vision
statement you are essentially articulating your dreams for
your business. This should stand as a reminder of what you’re
trying to accomplish together. It may apply to your entire
company or to a single division of the company. Whether for
all or part of an organization, the vision statement answers
the question, “Where do we want to go?”
Probably the greatest aspect of the vision canvas is that your
entire vision, including actions, supports, opportunities, and
challenges, will be on one sheet of paper – not a book! It’s
simple to share and easy to translate into concrete guidelines that decision makers (and executors) need to get their
jobs done. Even better, creating a visualization of the vision,
based on this canvas, will help you spread the word.
Regardless of the approach you choose to compose your
vision, you’ll need to involve the right people. This includes
the decision makers as well as everybody else! A vision without actions or ambassadors to carry the message forward is
worth no more than the paper it’s printed on, no matter how
well crafted.

Sus re ipicimp orecab ius, quaecusam qui odio voluptatur?
Dit estiat faccum explique pra nihit fugitio blatis reperibus
explam verepelit quae magnatur aliqui ad magnis sum ad
excest volorio milicip saeped exped maximus eos natate
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voluptat maximporibus suntemollor aut eum int.
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ommolliqui omnis alicabo restio. Bo. Rum as alibus re nos
autatet preri iume core omnimpe ditiant ionsene verumquo
moluptatinum illuptaturit fugia netur?
Optam volorro omnis dolorpo repelit atquatiorem inveriti
re sanisquam repudae sitinct atemqui nam ut debis ilicid
utasitios evel mi, sundus volesequi arit aut harchil exeroraestis maximus nest, quatemp orerum asped qui cumquodipid
modi tem inulloremqui aligent plabore omnis et quia dolo
volupti stiunt lam et evellias aut re arum ilit ut aruptiscid quo.
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Endantia acerro ommolup issiti si volupta quas eiusa dolume
cum quis molorionse dolo eatemquia velitatio velignis a
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Who are your key partners?

What are the activities you perform every day to deliver your
value proposition?

What is the value you deliver
to your customer? What is the
customer need that your
value proposition addresses?

What relationship does each
customer segment expect you
to establish and maintain?

Who are your customers?

KEY RESOURCES

CHANNELS

What are the resources you
need to deliver your value
proposition?

How do your customer segments want to be reached?
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COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

What are the important costs you
make to deliver the value proposition?

How do customers reward you for the
value you provide to them?
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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
KEY PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

Who are your key partners?

What are the activities you perform every day to deliver your
value proposition?

What is the value you deliver
to your customer? What is the
customer need that your
value proposition addresses?

What relationship does each
customer segment expect you
to establish and maintain?

Who are your customers?

1

5

2

KEY RESOURCES

CHANNELS

What are the resources you
need to deliver your value
proposition?

How do your customer segments want to be reached?
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COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

What are the important costs you
make to deliver the value proposition?

How do customers reward you for the
value you provide to them?

6

BEST ORDER TO FILL
OUT THIS CANVAS

4
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KEY resources
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KEY PARTNERS
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KEY activities

KEY PARTNERS

channels

va lu e proposition

cust omer rel ationships

cost structure

cust omer segment s

KEY PARTNERS

channels

re venue stre ams

KEY activities

va lu e proposition

KEY resources

re venue stre ams

KEY resources

cost structure

cust omer rel ationships

cust omer segment s

channels

re venue stre ams

KEY activities

KEY resources

cost structure
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cust omer segment s
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PROTOTYPE (AND VALIDATE)

PROTOTYPE AND VALIDATE
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INSIGHTS

± 90 MIN

3-5

Session

pressure cooker

people per group

STEP BY STEP GUIDE
1

Have a discussion with the group about the year you’re designing the story for as well as the magazine. In fact, the magazine in this case is very important. The group should discuss
why one magazine over another. Write these on sticky notes!

CHECKLIST
Arrange a relaxed, positive and private environment
Print or draw the canvas on a big sheet of paper
Allow yourself 90 minutes of undisturbed time

at least 1 pad
of sticky notes
per person

2

If you want to make positive, future-oriented change in your organization you’ll need to go beyond
writing long-winded paper visions and come to a shared agreement about what you are going to
fight for together, and what steps you are going to take to get “there.” The 5 bold steps canvas is a
perfect tool to align your teams in your organization. The 5 Bold Steps Vision® Canvas was created by
David Sibbet, of the Grove International.

BEFORE YOU START

Arrange for a comfortable environment.
Surely not a meeting room.
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VALUE PROPOSITION CANVAS EXPLAINED

1 (fine point)
marker per
person

COUPLE OF SHEETS OF WHITE
PAPER (A4/LETTER) FOR (VISUAL) NOTE-TAKING PER PERSON

NEXT STEPS

A high-quality, practical, and inspiring vision for any organization should have three key characteristics: it needs to state
where the company wants to be in the near future (2–5 years);
it must contain a level of inspiration and excitement (the rallying cry); and it must detail the bold steps by which to achieve
the vision.

CHECKLIST
Check to see how this vision resonates with others
Incorporate the vision elements in the design criteria

The vision canvas will help you co-design the vision as well
as the 5 bold steps to achieve that vision. Additionally, using
this tool, your team will be able to clarify what supports your
vision, what challenges your vision, and what opportunities
are created in working toward your vision. Best of all, the
vision canvas will help you derive design criteria for your
business model(s) and strategy.

DDDDLEGERENA DEM POS CON TRISSA REDEESSUSQUE
NEQUIDETIA AUCONT? XIMO MOVICAT IMILIAM IA RE
ME ET; ETIAMPO NSILIS SEDEPSEN DI TAM TAM SATU EO
A vision statement is sometimes called a picture of your
company in the future. But it’s so much more than that. Your
vision statement is your inspiration, the framework for all
your strategic planning. When creating your initial vision
statement you are essentially articulating your dreams for
your business. This should stand as a reminder of what you’re
trying to accomplish together. It may apply to your entire
company or to a single division of the company. Whether for
all or part of an organization, the vision statement answers
the question, “Where do we want to go?”
Probably the greatest aspect of the vision canvas is that your
entire vision, including actions, supports, opportunities, and
challenges, will be on one sheet of paper – not a book! It’s
simple to share and easy to translate into concrete guidelines that decision makers (and executors) need to get their
jobs done. Even better, creating a visualization of the vision,
based on this canvas, will help you spread the word.
Regardless of the approach you choose to compose your
vision, you’ll need to involve the right people. This includes
the decision makers as well as everybody else! A vision without actions or ambassadors to carry the message forward is
worth no more than the paper it’s printed on, no matter how
well crafted.

Sus re ipicimp orecab ius, quaecusam qui odio voluptatur?
Dit estiat faccum explique pra nihit fugitio blatis reperibus
explam verepelit quae magnatur aliqui ad magnis sum ad
excest volorio milicip saeped exped maximus eos natate
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voluptat maximporibus suntemollor aut eum int.
Equi dolore pore magnam di tem faceres tintum vellestis moluptatur sit fuga. Nam ime veritatiusa quis aut laut
ommolliqui omnis alicabo restio. Bo. Rum as alibus re nos
autatet preri iume core omnimpe ditiant ionsene verumquo
moluptatinum illuptaturit fugia netur?
Optam volorro omnis dolorpo repelit atquatiorem inveriti
re sanisquam repudae sitinct atemqui nam ut debis ilicid
utasitios evel mi, sundus volesequi arit aut harchil exeroraestis maximus nest, quatemp orerum asped qui cumquodipid
modi tem inulloremqui aligent plabore omnis et quia dolo
volupti stiunt lam et evellias aut re arum ilit ut aruptiscid quo.
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Endantia acerro ommolup issiti si volupta quas eiusa dolume
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VALUE PROPOSITION CANVAS

GAIN CREATORS
What can you offer your customer
to help them achieve their gains?

GAINS
What would make your customer
happy? What would make their life
and the job-to-be-done easier?

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

JOB-TO-BE-DONE

What are the products and services you can offer your customer
so they can get their job done?

What is the job the customer
wants to get done in their
work or life??

PAIN RELIEVERS
How can you help your customer
to relieve their pains? What problems
can you eradicate?

PAINS
What is annoying or troubling your customer? What is preventing them from
getting the job done?
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VALUE PROPOSITION CANVAS
BEST ORDER TO FILL OUT THIS CANVAS
GAINS

GAIN CREATORS

What would make your customer
happy? What would make their life
and the job-to-be-done easier?

What can you offer your customer
to help them achieve their gains?

4

3

7

2

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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What are the products and services you can offer your customer
so they can get their job done?

6

PAIN RELIEVERS
How can you help your customer
to relieve their pains? What problems
can you eradicate?

JOB-TO-BE-DONE
What is the job the customer
wants to get done in their
work or life??

5

PAINS
What is annoying or troubling your customer? What is preventing them from
getting the job done?
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GAIN CREATORS
What can you offer your customer
to help them achieve their gains?
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GAINS
What would make your customer
happy? What would make their life
and the job-to-be-done easier?

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

JOB-TO-BE-DONE

What are the products and services you can offer your customer
so they can get their job done?

What is the job the customer
wants to get done in their
work or life??

PAIN RELIEVERS
How can you help your customer
to relieve their pains? What problems
can you eradicate?

PAINS
What is annoying or troubling your customer? What is preventing them from
getting the job done?
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